Security Matters | Glass is Part of the Solution

Neutralize threats with bullet, blast, and attack resistant glass

About CGH Security and Specialty Glass

For more than 60 years, Consolidated Glass Holdings (CGH) has been home to the widest range of protective glass solutions, as well as glass options that can be customized to meet all design and aesthetic requests. As a leading glass fabricator in the security glass realm, our team of experts specializes in helping design professionals and building owners protect their structures and the occupants that inhabit them. In addition we have the ability to provide glass products to make your facility standout. Just because you need a secure operation doesn’t mean you have to make it look cold or generic. We offer a variety of glass products to meet and exceed all relevant code and standard settings, and all material is produced in facilities that are proud to be ISO-9001:2015 certified.

Award-Winning Structures Utilizing Security Glazing

The team from Consolidated Glass Holdings takes immense pride in serving as a glass fabricator on Little Caesars Arena, the 2018 Sports Facility of the Year.

That state-of-the-art arena is a major part of Detroit’s continued revitalization. Now, guests can enjoy best-in-class amenities in a world-class facility that earned SAFETY Act certification—the highest level of protection awarded by U.S. Department of Homeland Security. In fact, Little Caesars Arena became the FIRST combined NHL, NBA, and entertainment venue—and the only arena in the United States—to earn the distinction. That is a certification we do not take lightly.

At CGH, every project we work on, whether it’s going for recognition like Little Caesars Arena received or not, deserves the best protective and security glass in the industry.

Global Security Glazing and Dlubak Specialty Glass are brands of Consolidated Glass Holdings.

CONTACT US FOR SECURITY GLASS QUESTIONS AND INQUIRIES.

dlubakglass.com
800-336-0562
questions@dlubaksgc.com

security-glazing.com
866-412-6977
info@security-glazing.com
Protective/Security Glass Options

Protective or Security Glass is a crucial component for providing a safe and smart setting for your attendees, guests and visitors. Not all safety glass is the same. Work with the team of experts at CGH to secure your building.

CGH provides numerous design options for:
• Forced Entry & Attack Resistant Glass
• Blast Resistant Glass
• Bullet Resistant Glazing (In several different ratings)
• Fire-Rated Glazing (UL Certified)

Specialty Glass Options
Sometimes facilities need security and STYLE. CGH will work with your design team to provide glass solutions with:
• Full-Range of Tinted Glass
• Custom Painted Glass (Including designs and logo)
• Curved/Bent Glass

Where can you use protective, security, or specialty glass?
• Windows
• Doors
• Storefronts
• Curtain Walls
• Handrails
• Partitions/Wall Cladding
• Skylights

Visit cghinc.com/security-division to learn more about our products.